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The image contains multiple graphs and data points, likely representing data from the GEOTAIL EPIC KP mission. The graphs show variations in different variables over time, with markers indicating specific data points. The variables and units are not explicitly mentioned, but they appear to be related to particle fluxes, energies, or other space plasma parameters.

The data table below the graphs lists values for different UT (Universal Time) intervals, with columns for X_GSM, Y_GSM(GSE), and Z_GSM(GSE). The values are given in units of 10^-5 cm^-2 s^-1 sr^-1 for X_GSM and Y_GSM(GSE), and in 10^-24 cm^-3 s^-1 for Z_GSM(GSE). The values are presented for different UT intervals, ranging from 0000 to 1200 UT.